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Abstract- The present research paper titled as the 

God Theory: Universal theory of relativity and 

natural philosophy. The researcher introduces the 

concept The beginning of universe through the 

notion of realms and introduces the concept about 

the photons, how light travels through space. The 

researcher highlights Albert Einstein's theory of 

relativity, special and general and in addition to these 

he introduces the notion about the existence of the 

universe. How light acts and what is the cause of the 

beginning of the cosmos and about the nature of 

space. The researcher develops the conception about 

the existence of one of the fundamental forces, 

Gravity, which was proven an effect by the general 

Theory of relativity. The existence of creation and the 

phenomenons executing the universe which 

introduces the concept of time and what is the 

coordination through which time senses its matrix. 

The researcher develops the intelligence of mankind 

through the notions of the dimensional analysis of 

cosmos and existence of the multi-dimensional 

intelligent creation. The main argument is how the 

photon acts as the intermediate for the 

electromagnetic force between the electrons and 

what was the notion about the quarks and 

nothingness. The main focus of the researcher is how 

the creation executes the effects on the universe and 

what was the curse to stabilize the inanimate matter 

in the universe. How the whole particles and their 

spins are interconnected to each other and what was 

the secret about the beginning and the violent 

mortality of creation. The Researcher develops the 

notion for the unification of conceptions to describe 

the creation uniquely. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The beginning of the creation is the main notion from 

the earlier civilizations to develop. A number of smart 

brains develop their notions through the purpose to 

know the truth about the geometry of the universe. I 

literally believe that to know about the truth of the 

universe mankind has to know about the geometry of 

the source of signals executed from the spins of the 

particles of the universe. To know about the reality of 

the creation we have to develop our dimensional 

analysis.  

 

I worked and re-searched all the theories which are 

related to the creation and the universe! Either is it the 

beginning, existence or mechanism, occurance of 

phenomenons in the universe and why? All the notions 

begin with the concept of the existence of the universe! 

Every signal has a conception about the beginning, so, 

as the view of the modern definition universe began 

from a Primeval atom. And if the whole universe exists 

from a unique point at the same time and from a single 

process or event then it means that every particle, even 

subatomic particles are related to each other. There is 

the matter or matter of notion yet which humans don't 

have experience yet but connects the whole human 

exposures. As we are living in a three-dimensional 

space and fourth dimension as time, but is nature 

telling us something else as centuries and centuries 

goes in past but we still doest experience what the 

fundamental dimension is! Is time! It seems time is an 

intelligent dimension which measures itself on its own 

as the fundamental dimension and with accuracy time 

is congruent to itself. Now, what time is and how it 

came into being is the ultimate question of mankind.  

As our visualisation about this universe satisfy our 

own belief. The concept we are going through that 

going backward in time gives us an introduction about 

the beginning of universe. But these all concepts are 

not much satisfied. We are not able to go backward in 

time, in other words we can call it dance backward 

forward in time. We have to understand here that we 

have to take the event backward to take our notion to 

the beginning but our laws, conceptions whatever! 

Will stop to satisfying, As we are creation and our 
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normal visualizing limit does not cross the limit of 

existence. As we go through the past theories as the 

physicists are believing on these theories and are 

presently accepted globally, we should think where 

this space was and if there was a primeval atom with 

infinite space-time, where the space-time itself was! Is 

there any existence already before the big bang!. How 

much percent is the creation of God which belong to 

ours. Taking a back look into the events it seems the 

whole existence will eventually coming 

interconnected with more symmetry and accuracy. 

And the connection between the matter is getting 

stronger and creating a stronger congruent puzzle! 

God is not playing dice, But God is playing top with 

universe. But as a no boundary interpretation I want to 

clarify an idea with you that space, cosmos or our 

universe is limited and is just a bud or part of a pre-

existing universe! Nad we are just examining the 

existence of our universe upto which our visualization 

and our exposure works. It is Necessary for us to know 

the perspective of creation and get a little bit about the 

preexisting universe. We are three-dimensional 

creation and the psychology of mind is developed in 

that way. Time is Fundamentally the existence of 

creation for the mankind. The belief we are growing 

through was always satisfying to us, But there is a pre-

existing universe much massive than the one mankind 

is exploring. The universe we are observing is just a 

blink of creation. The universe is expanding and we 

are observing it just in the state of expansion. As in the 

going time the human kind is observing of the 

expansion of space which we are experiencing at the 

three dimensions here I am not concepting about the 

time. As there are number of assumptions I have 

worked on, As taking the notion of events in backward 

and I believe they are predicting the beginning. Just 

these notions doesn't draw a fundamental picture of 

primeval atom. Universe and creation has a perfect 

order and perfect principles to go through. It sems in 

an ordered incidence. Mankind calls that nothing can 

not be something, But non percent of the creation 

knows what actually Perspective of nothing is. 

Number of people lead with a misconception that 

where something does not exist there is nothing. But 

for mankind to clear the notion I here want to describe 

the conception that nothing consumes something. 

which itself is nothing, For the normal and on daily 

bases it seems like an annoying statement. But, I will 

explain it!. I was a bit possessed by the belief of the 

gods' mind and philosophy about the inanimate 

discovery of the universe and I interacted with the 

signals from the creation to hold a Perspective to 

examine it. It was very hard to create an environment 

and go through such thoughts when the man kind is 

under the line of estimate in the field of exploring 

ideas. This whole we are exploring in space, cosmos is 

inanimate but interconnected with in the psychology 

of space. It is not an ordinary notion to explore and 

predict the design of creation or creation itself. But a 

mind which gets intention and get the source from the 

signals from the creative principle to design the 

fundamentals about the universe. While researching 

about the cosmos I thought space is an interesting and 

ordinary subject taken by the postulates. We have tk 

take a fundamental and great thoughts and 

examination to describe the space with approximate 

notion. I already have the blink of conception about 

the term nothingness. It is just our intelligence which 

is not developed enough to experience the existence of 

nothing. There is the unique fundamental source of 

creation from which the existence of nothing belong 

to. We believe that our universe is billions of billions 

years old. The term old here, Arises again the 

Exclamation how the time works. Why the universe 

doest began before the beginning of it self! Is there any 

process or event which was processing  to cause this 

event of beginning of our cosmos! if ? What was that! 

And if there was nothing there before the primeval 

atom then what was then there and what was 

happening before! The concept which is nothing for us 

is something for someone intelligent enough more 

Intelligent from mankind!. As, whole the the matter of 

the universe lies in the rounds of string on which we 

are focusing on but the space inside the circular 

boundary, we create illusions about that. I already 

mention above that our universe is just a blink of 

creation created from pre-existing universe. As the 

force on the boundary doesn't allow it to over-cross. 

Force on the side of pre-existing universe increases 

and cross-over the limit from a single point. Here the 

conception to clarify is that the pre-existing universe 

has much energy than ours which executes in 

curvature. Now when the energy crossover the 

boundary is extending over. Time from mankind and 

from the observations began from the event as 

mentioned primeval atom postulates. This was not the 

solution of the notion of time, Time for mankind is the 

fundamental dimension and is the way to know about 
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the existence of the universe. After the stabilization of 

the executing energy on a particular place in space 

with mount amount of energy, gained from the event 

of pre-existing universe, now starts executing on the 

other side of the cross-over begins that indicates the 

execution of energy now starts the state of expansion, 

As the tip round of the spring expands with the most 

amount of energy to go far, Followed by the round and 

round and round. 

 

Every matter in the universe must be made up of the 

same basic (element) particle, but the energy levels of 

the particle must be different. So, the last tip must go 

with the more energy and more distance and with more 

propulsion power. So, the energy or any type of force 

arise from the matter must be executing in curvature. 

And the levels of energy is executing more with those 

particles which are interconnected in maximum 

quantity. Every particle has own effect of force 

executing in curvature, so if we focus on the beginning 

time of the event the whole particles are 

interconnected and and executing the effect in a same 

way. As I want to clear hear that in the beginning there 

was not ang physical matter but the whole event was 

in the form of energy. As we know that in the 

beginning there was hydrogen gas so it gives us a 

Clarification that the Executing effect has the basic 

element hydrogen which executes, As in the beginning 

the effect executes with more energy and propulout the 

particles with maximum effect. So, it means the 

kinetic energy of the particles which move first out of 

the event was a lot, that means the temperature of the 

event at that time must be enough. As the particles start 

moving out, the expansion rate increases and they left 

their relaxation state. This whole process takes a lot of 

events to happen and their will be exchange in the 

energies as the energy of relaxation start decrease, The 

temperature of the event came down. 

 

The factor behind the existence of the universe is the 

effect of the interaction of the elementary creation 

though these effects are what we called as the 

fundamental forces. We believe these are the forces to 

execute the interaction between the particles for the 

existence and matter. How they execute! What is the 

range till they execute! What is the nature of these 

fundamental forces?. As gravity is not a force as per 

the conclusion of the theory of relativity, but an effect 

due to curvature of spacetime, we take this among the 

fundamental force as we cannot obtain gravitation 

from any other force. And electromagnetic force, 

strong nuclear force and weak nuclear force. How the 

matter communicates or interacts with each other are 

the reasons. And the communication or interaction 

caused by these forces are due to their particles came 

into being due to their effect which we called as force 

carriers, Messenger particles or intermediate particles. 

Shortly I want to give an introduction about the force 

carriers of their fundamental forces. As photons are the 

force carriers for electromagnetic force like the 

interaction between the electron and proton is caused 

by the photon which acts as the messenger particle 

between them. After the word photon you must think 

about light, I will briefly explain this notion next. 

Gluons for the strong nuclear force which act on 

protons and neutrons in the nucleus also have 

negligible mass. I already mentioned that the whole 

matter in the universe is formed of elementary 

particles and to know there reality we have to know 

about their geometry and the reality of their nature 

which we can calculate through the property of their 

spins. which notions us about the coordinates of the 

particle and how it seems in the universe. Like 

electrons protons have spin 1/2.photons, gluons  and 

bosons have spin 1.This gives  us a brief description 

that the whole particles constituting matter has fraction 

kind of spin and the particles which execute them have 

spin like 0-1-2.The concept I want to introduce here is 

the photon acts as an force carrier for electromagnetic 

force like it acts as an intermediate particle between 

electrons and develop the force of electromagnetism 

there. As the elementary particle known is quark 

which forms electron and other particles. Electron has 

three quark varies in types. There is the notion I want 

to introduce. The photon particle reaches us through 

the process as it reaches us like an intermediate 

particle passes from particle to particle to carry the 

force of electromagnetism and reaches us with 

constant speed. The whole universe is develop from 

the quarks, Quarks are itself located on a position 

called as granions and they are hollow to the basic 

particle and show some Vacant space for the basic 

particles and act like a boundary for them. Their mass 

is negligible but the dimensions will change when the 

body with extra mass surround it. These are the 

particles filled the nothingness and vacant space for 

massless like particles. photon travels through these 

space as the electrons and protons are massless pass 
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the Interconnection through them and travel on as the 

geometry of every electron is same so the 

coordinations Or what we call as time will be same. I 

already mentioned the term granions so the photon 

particle will effect if the effect of force is strong 

enough. As the fundamental forces arise from the 

motion of spins so the reason behind the interaction in 

the creation of universe is spin or motion, Gravity is 

developed from the same effects as the motion of the 

spins is greater the execution of gravitation is greater. 

like the body with heavy mass spinning with low speed 

must as lesser gravitation than a body with lower mass 

spinning with high speed. The event of eclipse is cause 

by the same effect of the granions. It is not mass 

effecting space but it is the motion through which the 

dimensions of granions effects and develop the 

execution of gravitation. As the concept of space time 

curvature explains the geometry of space but doesn't 

allow it's laws to execute on the black holes, 

singularities and on the beginning of universe when 

the space time curvature was infinite. But the concept 

of granions is explaining the events in a basic way. 

Now the notion of time begins here as I want to 

introduce the explanation of what time is. How gravity 

executes in the universe the notion is beginning with 

This model explains the whole anatomy of the big 

bang. The travel of the sun at the center of the solar 

system and the movement of planets and other massive 

bodies like a spring. The spring explains the force and 

the direction of massive bodies. What happens if the 

planets and the sun are at rest just not moving! There 

will be no gravity to experience. But what happens 

when they start vibrating (Motion/rotation etc) there 

atoms. Then the experience of gravity is for sure. 

 

• How the string work's! 

In space gravity is nil, but what happens when a 

massive body is launched in space! Force of gravity 

arises there. The force acts on the body is the force 

produced from the string's which arise from the origin 

which means from the center of the core of God's mind 

which we call as the core of sun. 

 

During the beginning of the universe it is not just the 

big bang which happened and gave birth to the 

universe but it is the expansion of the string with all 

the bodies present in the cosmos. What will happen 

with the universal gravity string! If it will take the 

phase of relaxation then all the direction that happens 

in the cosmos will take an anti-process. The great thing 

here is direction's will all take a chance. Then the idea 

of space time arises! Here what I got is there is no 

difference between the time direction and direction of 

space. But the thing is in the real space time, in which 

events are labeled by real values of the time coordinate 

it is easy to tell the difference. The time direction lies 

within the light cone and space direction lies outside 

This is the model which explains it all."I named this 

notionas 'model of universal gravity string'" 

 

PARALLELIZATION OF TIME IS MY ONE OF 

THE MAJOR CONCEPTION TO KNOW GOD'S 

MIND. 

 

To know the law of nature I must have to know the 

mind of God 

 

Hawking was approached there but ended with an 

incomplete theory. 

 

Such things are extracted from nature itself and I did 

with it. Before our universe was created there was 

something that had happened to have created the 

universe. The big bang theory was a major part of why 

the universe was created. There are so many things that 

had to be contributed to the big bang theory. We don’t 

really know what will happen to our universe in the 

future but we can make predictions about it and we can 

use evidence and justifications to predict what will 

happen. The Big Bang Theory is the leading 

explanation about how the universe began. As every 

physicist knows! 

 

The sun, although it is in the middle of the Earth’s 

orbit, it is not in the exact center of the Earth’s orbit. 

The distance of the Earth from the sun varies as the 

Earth revolves around the sun. At its closest point the 

Earth is about 91,000,000 miles from the sun, and 

95,000,000 miles from the sun at its farthest point. 

This makes the mean distance of the Earth from the 

Sun about 93,000,000 miles. What may seem strange 

to people in the Northern Hemisphere of the Earth is 

that the Earth is closest to the sun in the winter and 

farthest from the sun in the summer. But what is the 

gratefulness of sun is it is the base of nature and the 

laws of nature which lies in the core of God's mind. 

The great this about the parallelization of time is it 

operates in an empty space. The concept of Albert 
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Einstein about the space time curvature (in simple 

word's MATTER TELLS SPACE HOW TO CURVE 

AND SPACE TELLS MATTER HOW TO MOVE). 

But the thing here is there happened some great bad 

things with time. The concept of time arises from here 

is "Time is relative" ALBERT EINSTEIN which 

violated the Issac Newton's concept about time "TIME 

IS ABSOLUTE" ISSAC NEWTON BUT THE 

THING IS WHAT HAPPENS TO THE TIME IN 

SINGULARITY and what will happen with time at the 

corner of universe if we found it! What happen to the 

processes if we experience them all in these space's at 

the same time.The possible way to experience this is if 

we can take travel through a black hole. Which is still 

possible? 

 

Here are the words of Albert Einstein's work "LOGIC 

WILL GET YOU FROM A and B BUT 

IMAGINATION CAN TAKE YOU 

EVERYWHERE" So, let's take a trip to space and 

black hole. What happens with time while traveling in 

space! The concept here is the body is traveling 

through an empty space that means parallel to the time 

as the concept is mentioned above. Then now take a 

trip of black hole! What happened! 

 

The belief arise here is the body is going away from 

the empty space or parallelization of time. The value 

of time for the body will decrease not because of time 

as mentioned in 'general theory of relativity' but 

because of the fairness of body from the parallel time 

and the body experience difference in time as 

compared to space. 

So, time is neither relative nor absolute! 

Time is Relatively Absolute 

* Double spectrum of nature* 

'Suilbts death constant' 

Death is placed in the core of God's mind where the 

double spectrum's Collide to vanish existence. 

Explanation of a star collapse to form a black hole 

(death of star to form a back hole) Each observer has 

his own measure of time. The time for some one on a 

star having absolute space and someone at any 

distance with absolute space will experience the same 

event at different relative times. Experiencing this 

event from at the center of the same star where this 

event happens is the process of Relatively-absolute 

time. Where the time is absolutely relative with the 

process with absolute space. 

THE Beginning of universe gave birth to billion's if 

natural processes then the concept of death arises 

there. 

Where T=0 

And DPT=0 

Just if a body fall's in the wormhole and avoids hitting 

the singularity and comes out in the other region of the 

universe. 

This form will give birth to a "double spectrum of 

nature". 

This form of spectrum can take place in 'nill space' 

Represented as "⟆" Called as sailboats death constant.  

This spectrum is just like the death of a star and the 

beginning of black hole. 

Where T=∞ 

And DPT=0 or ∞. 

 

"TIME THE FACTOR OF NATURE" 

Time operates just like an align arrow that leads with 

the increase of entropy with time which I called as 

Time Align. There are Four Align's of time. 

 

First is in which the entropy of time increases and 

leads Towards the approaching (FUTURE). Second is 

in which we the universe has notion of time leads to 

existence, Third is The Suilbts Time Align which leads 

to the existence of core of God's mind and fourth is the 

existence of time itself which I called as God's Time 

Align 

 

 
 

CONCLUSION 

 

In the present research paper researcher has concluded 

the notions of the unification of conceptions about the 

universe. The gravity is not an effect as per the the 

notions introduced in the mentioned paper. The cause 

of Eclipse as we are able to sight the stars behind the 

sun is not due to curvature of spacetime, but due to the 
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change in the geometry of dimensions of the granions, 

Granions are the particles of nothingness as the 

researcher mentioned in the paper. Time is an 

intelligent dimension and congruent to itself and is not 

relative but relatively -Absolute. The researcher 

mentioned the execution of creation is in the spiral 

nature. The elementary particle quark is itself bounded 

in a boundary of nothingness known as Granion. 

 

Suilbts death constant and the philosophy of time the 

philosophy of God's mind to create the universe.  

 

Time doesn't slow down near heavy objects neither at 

higher speed as Approaching to the speed of light but 

time changes it's Relativistic value with the space at 

any absolute position in the plane. Parallelization of 

time with space cause the change with the dimensions 

of the matter observing it. There's only one beginning 

point of the universe which researcher called as the 

ultimate singularity. 

 

Intelligence has a source and mankind's basic creation 

interacts with the signals from the source. There are 

multidimensional intelligent creations executing with 

the truth. 
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